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Abstract 
Lingala is now the most widespread language in Congo. The Internet provides a great amount of data. This paper has attempted 
to elucidate the issues that are involved with building a corpus for an under-resourced language where access to internet texts is 
difficult. To extract Lingala text from a mass of French text, it has been necessary to go through a process of selection by seed 
words list. The raw corpus is composed of 6,080,426 tokens. I have intervened on the data from internet sources by standardizing 
the spelling. This standardized corpus is stored separately from the raw corpus. 
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1. Introduction 
Lingala is now the most widespread language of daily communication both in the cities of Kinshasa and 
Brazzaville, which are respectively the capital of DR Congo and the capital of Republic of Congo. It has been 
spreading much more rapidly than its national counterparts (i.e., Kikongo, Kiswahili, and Ciluba) in the rest of both 
countries and among the Congolese Diaspora. Around 10 million people use Lingala as their first language, 20 
million as their second language and more than 50 million use it as one of their languages of daily communication. 
However, like in most African countries, former colonial languages continue to be used as languages of instruction 
and languages of administration. This is the case, for example, of Kinshasa students, who speak Lingala but, in the 
classroom, are taught in French. As a logical consequence of this dichotomy, most available books and other 
writings (elaborate or popular) in Congo are in French. Thus, Lingala is a relatively less documented language (less 
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than 1000 books published to date). For historical reasons (the Christianization of Africa), most texts in Lingala are 
religious texts, although there is a growing trend of non-religious literature in Lingala, as well as a widening 
tendency to translating documents and reports of international organizations into Lingala. The irruption of the 
Internet in the cultural life of our day and age has introduced an important element in this scenario: the ever-
mounting trend of pdf or html documents and debates in social networks. This provides the researcher with a great 
amount of data. However, the fact that Lingala is predominantly used in oral communication has a very important 
effect on the nature of such text: the spelling is often unstable and inconsistent. To that, one should add the ever-
present lexical and grammatical influence of the French educational background of most Congolese speakers. 
Thirdly, in general, Congolese websites are in French and texts in other Congolese languages are all over the 
websites. Access to texts in Congolese languages require additional pre-processes to what is described (Scanell 
2007, Kilgarriff 2010) for other under-resourced languages where the whole website is in the under-resourced 
language. For this reason, Lingala can be qualified as an under-resourced language where access to internet texts is 
particularly difficult. Otlogetswe used the terminology of Language with Limited Written Traditions or LWT (2004) 
for this group of languages.   
 
The intrinsic nature of religious texts shifts the balance of a corpus towards a set of terms which are not widely 
used in today's everyday life. Adding internet sources to the mix has improved the representativeness and balance of 
a corpus otherwise dominated by religious texts.  
 
This paper is a contribution to corpus building of under-resourced languages with limited access to internet texts. 
It describes a way to build a corpus using data from websites where the under-resourced language is a secondary 
language disseminated in main language pages. This is the case of Lingala as an under-resourced language and 
French as a main language of Congolese websites and social networks. As affirmed by Prinsloo for Bantu languages 
spoken in South Africa and I apply it for Congolese languages: 'The crucial development steps to future corpus-
based lexicography, in chronological order, are: corpus creation, corpus annotation, qualitative corpus queries 
outputs and advanced dictionary writing systems capable of extracting relevant data from corpora and other 
lexicographic sources'. 
 
My work of compiling a Lingala corpus aims to build a corpus allowing me to identify and analyze: the 
morphosemantic structures of Lingala affixes; syntax (structures, styles and strategies of disambiguation); lexicons; 
examples illustrating cases studied; spelling used by speakers. 
 
These data will also allow researchers to create efficient dictionaries, schoolbooks and to coin new terms. The 
final objective of this work is to allow a better use of Lingala as a language of instruction.  
 
Discussion and analysis in this paper are structured as follows: Section (2) presents an overview of Lingala 
variations. Section (3) discusses internet data extraction and cleaning issues I have faced. Section (4) explains the 
architecture we have adopted for building the corpus. Section (5) examines the spelling issues due to practical 
constraints. Section (6) outlines preliminary annotations and analyses obtained by processing the corpus with Unitex 
software. In the final part, we will then draw some conclusions and indicate some perspectives.  
2. Lingala variations 
Compiling a Lingala corpus means dealing with the problem of language variations. My intention is that this 
Lingala corpus represents a range of registers. In this section I will briefly describe Lingala varieties and its 
registers. As shown by Sene-Mongaba (2013a), Lingala has two main varieties: Lingala lya Mankanza (henceforth 
LM) and the variety which I am going to refer to in this paper as Lingala ya leló (today's Lingala, henceforth LL).   
 
LM, which is considered as the classic or ‘pure’ variety, uses a full range of subject-verb agreement (SVA), as 
well as a full range of noun class grammatical agreement involving all modifiers (i.e., adjectives, demonstratives, 
quantifiers, and possessives). That means that verbs and all modifiers take the prefix determined by the head noun of 
the NPs subject. This is a general characteristic of Bantu Languages. LM also uses object markers, vocalic harmony 
and a 7-vowels system (a, i, e, ɛ, o, ɔ,u). Current or Spoken Lingala (henceforth SL) is the variety spoken in the 
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Congolese Northern provinces and can be considered as the spoken register of LM. It exhibits a partial but close to 
full SVA, and a significantly reduced grammatical agreement elsewhere. It also uses vocalic harmony and a 7-
vowels system (a, i, e, ɛ, o, ɔ, u), as described above for LM.   
 
LL is the variety spoken in both Kinshasa and Brazzaville and, because of its increasing spread, also in many 
cities and rural communities of Congo, as well as by the Congolese Diaspora around the world. LL has a 5-vowels 
system (a, e, i, o, u). It presents a more extended reduction of the agreement system than CL or LM; namely, SVA is 
limited to human/animal singular and plural, and for everything else the subject prefix {e-} is used for both singular 
and plural. All modifiers become invariant irrespective of the noun class. LL is spoken in the so-called Lingala 
Facile (henceforth LF) i.e. a kind of code-mixing with more than 20 % of the lexicon constituted by French words 
(loanwords or code-switching). The LL elaborate register, Lingala ya sóló (henceforth LS), is used by some authors 
and bloggers. LS can be defined as a LL without French switching or mixing. Lingala ya bayanké (LY) and Langíla 
(LG) constitute slang registers. In the variety of LM, I can also add Spoken Lingala Facile, which is the code-
switching of SL and French (henceforth SLF).  
 
Indeed, it is worthy of note that the language competence of Lingala speakers constitutes a sociolinguistic 
conundrum making it difficult to isolate an elaborate register of today's Lingala. However, as observed by Sene-
Mongaba (2013b), on the one hand, the French lexicon in LF can be challenging for some of those LF speakers and 
on the other hand certain Lingala terms are not known to other LF speakers. While speakers are notoriously less 
familiar with some Lingala lexicons (e.g. numbers, colors, terms of specialty), other French lexicons which could be 
considered to be common knowledge since they pertain to general language are only known to some speakers and 
not to all.  
 
Literature tends to classify those different varieties in a continuum, where LM is considered as the acrolectal 
pole, CL as the mesolectal pole and LL as the basilectal pole. Therefore, many scholars and authors of schoolbooks 
use LM even though most of them, just like the wide majority of speakers, are not fluent in it and sometimes are 
even unable to respect its rules (integral agreement and infixes). Observing a recent range of Lingala elaborate texts, 
I find that few texts are entirely produced in LM or in LL and most texts show an inconsistent application of 
agreement. The LL variety, both in its elaborate register LS and its spoken register LF, which is in fact the variety of 
Lingala now in full spread, does not enjoy high consideration by scholars. This work tries to remedy this by 
developing a representative and balanced corpus taking into account all the above-mentioned varieties and registers 
of Lingala. As stated by Otlogetswe (2004:16), with the objectives of representativeness and balance, I capture 
different varieties by determining quantity (tokens and sentences) and classifying files into domains sub-corpora 
(quality). 
3. Internet data extraction 
My project started with the hope of finding deverbative nouns which would help me to generate neologisms for 
scientific purposes. The project continues and the purposes were broadened to the building of a corpus which can be 
used as a tool for making Lingala dictionaries, Lingala learning books and Lingala schoolbooks. 
 
The low number of existing texts in Lingala led me to select all available texts, taking into due account copyright 
and access. I have found three versions of the Bible (Catholic, ecumenical and Watch Tower) in Lingala. Religious 
texts representing around 80 % of data, however, can obviously affect the balance of the text because of the high 
frequency of some doctrinal lexicons and TAM (tense, aspect and mode). To overcome this obstacle, the corpus is 
organized into sub-corpora where each file is classified according to the domain and the register of the language 
used, as I will describe below. As a writer and publisher of books in Lingala, I also included those texts, although, 
for the sake of objectivity and representativeness, I have placed them in a separate sub-corpus. The third sub-corpus 
of written text was constituted by other novels and schoolbooks.  
 
As mentioned above, on the Internet, Lingala is an under-resourced language which appears disseminated in 
Congolese French websites. When extracting Lingala data, Scannell (2007: 7) considers French as a 'polluter' of 
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Lingala. Indeed, in the mind of Congolese website designers, Congolese websites are initially meant to be in French, 
as that is the written language in the representation of educated Congolese. However, Lingala documents or chat are 
all over the websites. This means, however, that the researcher looking for Lingala text to insert in the corpus has to 
carry out a search throughout the pages of the websites. Kilgarriff and al (2010) in their 'corpus factory' have 
established a list of keywords (seed words) which allowed them access to web pages for a given language. I also 
used a keywords approach to identify websites of interest (websites with Lingala text). I have established a 
keywords list in order to access Lingala data: text in written style (reports, analyses, articles) and in spoken styles. 
As a first step, the design principles for the corpus were drawn up by trial and error. The keywords list was 
established based on some pdf and html documents available on the internet I have obtained with general words of 
some specific domains (law, wealth, geography, history). As I have already stated, although the abovementioned 
sub-corpora texts were useful for finding deverbative nouns and derivative verbs, they were not representative of the 
manner in which Lingala is spoken at present. For syntactic and lexicographic purposes, I needed spoken data. I 
faced the constraints of time-consuming transcription operations. The evolution of social networks (forums, 
Facebook and Youtube) allowed me to get texts written in chat-rooms. I have therefore decided to extract texts from 
social networks and forums. For example, Lingala speakers write their comments in their daily spoken register 
(Lingala Facile). Lingala text on these topics can be found in Youtube discussions following a related video. I also 
tried to find discussions over Facebook on the posting of a photo or video. The keywords list for the second group 
(spoken text) was established on the basis of the frequency of existing data which I have compiled manually from 
some popular TV or webTV channels with a wide audience where Lingala speakers intervene. I have begun the 
website http://congomikili.com and two Youtube channels (JTLF (Journal télévisé en Lingala Facile: News in 
Lingala Facile) and Kinshasa makambo. Extractions from Facebook, Skype or Youtube were manual (identify-
select-copy-paste). Assembling the two groups of texts, I obtained a pre-corpus of about 231,810 tokens with 15,191 
types. I used Unitex to build these wordlists and selected the 300 most frequent tokens with more than 30 
occurrences. French words were removed from the list in order to limit French pages 'pollution'. I also took care to 
retain different spellings available in the corpus. As one might expect, grammatical words like connectives, 
prepositions, conjunctions, personal pronouns, interrogatives and verb prefixes are the most frequent. Then we have 
the following nouns: moto/mutu/bato/batu 'human'; muasi/mwasi/basi 'woman', mobali/mibali 'man', 
muana/mwana/bana 'children'; Nzambe 'god'; mboka 'country'; eloko/biloko 'thing'; 
likambo/likambu/makambo/makambu 'affair', 'fact'. The third group of frequent words is the inflected forms of the 
verb 'be' (perfective 1:  -zal-i) ezali 'it is', azali 'he/she is', bazali 'they are'. The fourth group is constituted of 
qualifiers nouns (adjectives): malamu 'good', mabe 'bad', mukie/moke/muke 'small'; monene/munene/minene 'big'. 
The following table shows the 100 first keywords I have used to create queries.  
Table 1. The 100 first keywords used to create queries. 
keyword frequency keyword frequency keyword frequency keyword frequency 
na 5470 mpe 305 mobali 165 BISO 103 
ya 3308 awa 272 bana 165 BINO 102 
ba 1871 ndenge 259 mibali 161 penza 99 
te 1275 nde 255 azali 159 YE 98 
yo 1143 nga 254 OYO 156 Na 98 
NA 836 bo 243 mingi 155 PE 97 
oyo 795 basi 239 congo 154 bazali 96 
ye 781 TE 235 kin 152 mosusu 96 
ko 729 lokola 233 nayo 146 lingala 92 
pe 641 mutu 221 edenda 144 ka 91 
YA 616 mboka 221 lisusu 137 kati 91 
po 564 poto 220 o 137 kitoko 90 
bino 525 YO 217 KO 136 ebele 90 
biso 516 oza 217 solo 132 SOKI 89 
ngai 465 batu 214 boye 131 makasi 89 
kaka 442 pona 204 za 129 PO 89 
yango 438 nyonso 201 mabe 129 sala 88 
to 426 aza 197 ndako 120 nanu 88 
eza 404 bien 194 ma 115 bongo 87 
soki 396 muasi 186 ndeko 114 mikili 87 
moko 374 moto 181 Yezu 111 makambo 86 
wana 347 mpo 180 papa 109 malamu 5 
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bango 327 Nzambe 180 tika 108 zoba 84 
nini 325 ata 173 kasi 106 nionso 84 
ezali 312 bato 171 kabila 104 lelo 83 
 
When creating queries, I have used the command OR to include different spellings or inflected forms and the 
command AND for combining different parts of speech. The queries with better results are a combination of 
different parts of speech, mainly grammatical words and nouns. I used queries directly to search engines and 
download pdf files manually. For html documents, I have crawled the websites with chat texts. The following table 
shows some queries I have built and used.  
Table 2. Some queries built and used 
Querry Part of speech and English glosses 
ya OR na connective 'of', preposition 'to/at/from/in/on' 
pe OR mpe OR po OR mpo OR pona OR po na OR mpona OR mpo na  conjunction 'and', 'also', for 
yo OR na yo OR nayo  'you' (SG:2), 'for you' 
nga OR ngai OR ngayi 'me' 
ye OR na ye OR naye 'him/her', 'for him/her' 
biso OR bino  we, you (PL:2) 
yango OR bango OR nango OR ngo  
ndenge OR bandenge OR lolenge  'kind /nature of' 
ata OR nde OR kutu OR nzoka emphatics 
soki OR soko OR tangu OR tango OR ntangu OR ntango 'if', 'when' 
moto OR mutu OR bato OR batu 'human' 
muasi OR mwasi OR basi  'woman', 'women' 
mobali OR mibali  'man', 'men' 
muana OR mwana OR bana 'child', 'children' 
Nzambe 'God' 
mboka 'country' 
eloko OR biloko 'thing' 
likambo OR likambu OR makambo OR makambu  'affair/fact' 
ezali OR azali OR bazali  'It is', 'He/she is', 'they are' 
malamu OR mabe 'good/well', 'bad' 
mukie OR moke OR muke  'small/little' 
monene OR munene OR minene 'big' 
lingala Lingala 
 
For most queries I have used one word per category of grammatical words. Queries are generally composed by at 
least 4 words in order to enhance the chance of obtaining Lingala pages and exclude other languages. For example, 
with Google, the query: ['ya OR na' ] doesn't lead to Bantu languages pages, whereas [ya AND na ] leads to several 
Bantu languages. The following query: [ 'ya OR na' AND 'yango OR bango OR nango OR ngo' ] used the 
combination of the connectives and anaphoric or personal pronouns. With this query I obtained 10 occurrences on 
the first page with 2 links to Kiswahili websites, 3 links to a bilingual French-Lingala dictionary, 1 link to a 
Kinyarwanda website, 1 link to a website in English and 3 links to Lingala websites. Among the 3 links in Lingala, 2 
were from congomikili.com which I had already used to make the query, which means I had already crawled it. The 
results became interesting when I added a third word as follows: ['ya OR na' AND 'yango OR bango OR nango OR 
ngo' AND 'moto OR mutu OR bato OR batu']. With this query, all 10 occurrences on the first page were Lingala 
links. This query generated 820 000 occurrences in Google. Using ['ya AND na'], gave better results than ['ya OR 
na']. This approach allowed me to identify combinations with better results (more Lingala pages) and a great 
quantity of data.  
 
Data from websites were crawled with HTtrack and then cleaned. The problem of encodings is not an issue in 
Lingala, which uses Latin script like French. All data were received in text format (Unicode UTF-8) with 
Notepad++ software.  
 
However, although the approach of keywords list is efficient with under-resourced languages which have 
websites producing whole pages in the language, after identifying websites containing Lingala text, there is a need 
for manual or automatic recognition to identify the Lingala text within the website. Keywords queries allowed me to 
directly gather pdf documents which are easily downloaded from the Google links even when the website is in 
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another language. The situation is more complex with html documents. Indeed, as described above, on Congolese 
websites Lingala is disseminated all over pages which are otherwise in French. After gathering and cleaning the 
data, it is necessary to identify the Lingala text and to remove the text in French and other languages. We hope 
collaboration with programmers will be conducive to automatic Lingala text recognition.  
4. Building a balanced and representative corpus 
The second issue consists in creating a balanced corpus. Most books, html or pdf internet documents are written 
by people who are trained in LM writing style or who strive to use LM but they have limited competence in it. Some 
documents are however written in LS (the written register of LL). On the other hand, text from social networks and 
forums is written by people (general speakers) who are weakly trained with respect to Lingala spelling and use the 
code switching registers SLF or LF. Their integration of French words also varies according to their educational 
background. Congolese songs constitute another productive source of LF poetry. To get a more balanced corpus I 
have created subdivisions according to contents (social, politics, religion, cuisine, music and education) and registers 
(elaborate LM, elaborate SL, elaborate LL, elaborate LF, elaborate SLF, Social network LF, Social network LY 
(slang Lingala) and Spoken transcription. Texts written in Langila (LG) were not integrated in the corpus because 
Langila is a kind of encrypted LY, replacing Lingala words by names or foreign words sounding as Lingala words.  
 
We have used Unitex software (Paumier, 2003) to process the corpus composed of 160,722 sentences and 
6,080,426 tokens. At this stage, 9 sub-corpora compose the corpus for representativeness and balance purposes as 
described above. The following table represents each sub-corpus with its size. 
Table 3. Quantitative distribution of sub-corpora. 
  Title % sentences tokens 
1. NZ Songs 4% 6,350 243,252 
2. EL LM Elaborate Lingala lya Makanza 37% 59,041 2,250,089 
3. EL CL Elaborate Current Lingala 9% 14,652 547,319 
4. EL LL Elaborate Lingala ya Lelo 21% 33,736 1,277,077 
5. EL LF Elaborate Lingala Facile 14% 22,625 851,385 
6. EL SLF Elaborate code-switching Spoken Lingala-French 6% 9,721 364,879 
7. SN LF Social network Lingala Facile 6% 9,368 363,986 
8. SN LY Social network Lingala ya Bayanké 2% 3,362 121,626 
9. OT Oral transcription 1% 1,867 60,813 
  Total 100% 160,722 6,080,426 
 
Each file is named with the following string: the domain concerned, the number of this file in the sub-corpus, the 
sub-corpus abbreviation and its proper name.  
 
E.g. social 2 EL LM boyangeli zamba 
 
The first corpus is constituted with raw material as extracted from the Internet, which means I have kept the 
users' spelling. The second corpus is constituted by texts for which I have automatically and manually standardized 
the spelling, as I will describe in the section below. This second corpus is time consuming and continues to be built 
more slowly than the raw corpus. Each corpus is stored without XML tags and with XML tags. 
5. The spelling issues 
Considering the lexicographic and syntactic purposes I had in compiling the corpus, it was necessary to make 
some decisions and intervene in standardizing the spelling towards standard orthography. Indeed, texts crawled from 
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the Internet are generally a combination of Lingala text and French text. By French text I mean that the text is 
completely written in French. I excluded this kind of text from the corpus. If, on the contrary, the author used a 
code-switching/code-mixing where he/she alternates French and Lingala, the whole intervention was included in the 
corpus. For example, in the following example, out of 46 words, 9 are French words and 2 are French loanwords.  
 
nayebi vie na yo te pe nayebi caractère to comportement na yo te, bien sûre muasi na yo azali mabe ya koleka. 
kasi yo pe mitala pe yo moko na kati na yo eske oza bien eske ozalaka dure te na entourage ou foyer na yo? 
 
Lingala, like other Congolese languages, is rarely taught at school. This implies that most Lingala speakers write 
Lingala on the basis of the French orthography they learnt at school. In French, plural is indicated by the definite 
determiner les, which is written separately from the noun and personal pronouns (je, tu, il, elle, nous, vous, elles) as 
subjects of the verb are written separately from the inflected verb.  Although in Lingala noun plural prefixes ba- or 
verb prefixes ko- (INF), na- (SG:1), o- (SG:2), a- (SG:3), to- (PL:1), bo-(PL:1) and ba- (PL:3) are morphemes used as 
prefixes, as a consequence of French schooling, users sometimes write them separately from the theme (the rest of 
the word), but they are not always consistent in this. Writing online also has a component of rashness, which means 
there are also typos. The following example illustrates this situation. Text to be standardized is underlined for 
Lingala and written in italic for French.  
 
MP a za na réson po na eloko moko ba clip americain et puis bo wébi ke musique e za reflé ya societer il ne 
sufit pas de cencurer mais il faut plutot ke ba parent ba kengela banna na bango na kin nga na sali consta ke sexe 
eza nango banaliser. 
 
After standardization the text looks as follows: 
 
MP aza na raison po na eloko moko : baclip américain. Et puis, boyébi ke musique eza reflet ya société. il ne 
suffit pas de censurer mais il faut plutôt ke baparent bakengela bana na bango. Na kin nga nasali constat ke sexe 
eza na yango banalisé. 
 
When a type of spelling is recurrent, orthography can be standardized by applying an automatic command. In the 
case of the plural prefix ba-, I used the command REPLACE 'space-ba-space' by SPACE-ba-NO SPACE'. 
Similarly, it is worthy of note that, beside the verb prefix ko- (infinitive marker), there is also a particle {ko} used 
for emphasis, which is placed generally at the end of the sentence. The difference in position avoids the ambiguity 
and makes identification easier. Again in the domain of verb prefixes, o- (SG:2), a- (SG:3) and ba- (PL:3) can also be 
corrected automatically, but this is not the case for na- (SG: 1) and to- (PL:1), because there are also whole words 
with the same string na (connective/conjunction/preposition) and to (a conjunction). In these cases, standardization 
is done manually.  
 
Accordingly, I opted for the standard form when users had inconsistent spelling, for example, in their use of /u/ 
in the noun prefix {mu-, ku-, lu-, bu-} or /o/ {mo-, ko-, lo-, bo-}, /ua/ or /wa/. My decision was to standardize the 
orthography by using /o/ for the first case and /wa/ for the second.  
 
Speakers frequently write as they speak by attaching, detaching or contracting syllables of successive words. 
This calls for manual processing of text in order to correct the spelling. The observation of this error also helps to 
identify what kind of words is generally involved in this situation. It is usually the case of the negative marker (te 
'no/not'), connectives (ya, na 'of'), the personal pronouns yo 'you', ye 'him/her', yango 'it', and the anaphoric yango. 
Yango is usually written in its contracted form -ngo due to its pronunciation in spoken discourse. 
 
In the following extract, the user writes with 28 tokens.  
 
tala zoba yatata oyo ati zolo lokola kaleson. ilfo kutu babomaye ye atalisu naye etoboka toliayango lokola 
lisuya thomson nanu esilite tokozuaye kaka ti akokufa de bokolela namunokoyamboka 
 
When separating words correctly we obtained the following text with 38 words. 
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tala zoba ya tata oyo ati zolo lokola kaleson. Ilfo kutu baboma ye ye ata lisu na ye etoboka tolia yango lokola lisu 
ya thomson. nanu esili te. Tokozua ye kaka ti akokufa nde bokolela na munoko ya mboka. 
 
In the following extract the user writes with 28 tokens.  
 
Matanga esilaka noki epa ya ba paya mais naba kolo na ngo eko sila noki te. 
 
After separating or attaching syllables correctly, we obtained the following text with 14 words. 
 
Matanga esilaka noki epai ya bapaya mais na bakolo na yango ekosila noki te. 
 
On the contrary, when users apply one type of spelling consistently, even though it is different to what is 
admitted as standard, I kept their spelling in order to show an evolution in standardization of the language 
orthography by its own speakers. This is the case for example of the link word or conjunction {pona} ('for') written 
in one word by speakers and not {po na} in two words as conventionally admitted. This is also the reason why I do 
not use diacritic signs indicating high tones or low tones. 
 
At this stage of cleaning the corpus, my decision was to standardize orthography by attaching prefixes to the 
theme because of the inconsistency in the writing of users. I kept the spelling chosen by users if they were consistent 
in it even if the standard orthography is different. Each file crawled from internet was standardized by manual and 
automatic replacements as described here.  
 
I use automatic tagging from Unitex to point out all occurrences of each spelling of a given word. The two 
objectives of my identifying this difference in spelling were, on the one hand, to allow me to build a standardized 
corpus and, on the other hand, to allow easy retrieval of a word or a collocation in raw or standardized corpus 
regardless of the spelling used. In addition, this decision aimed to make the corpus user-friendly for lexical checking 
or syntactic analyses. Also, the characterization of users spelling behaviors constitutes the basis for establishing a 
Lingala spellchecker. The following table shows the most frequent spelling disparities and the standardized spelling. 
This table, once improved, will allow to build transducers allowing processor software retrieving words or 
collocation searched by the users. As one can observe, this approach is proscriptive according to Bergenholtz (2010: 
36) who defines proscription as the methodology where 'the lexicographer does not only provide the results from the 
empirical analysis but goes further by indicating a specific variant that he/she regards as the recommended form.' I 
can also say that this proscription is preceded by a descriptive approach where the sociolinguistic setting and raw 
data are collected and described. A prescriptive approach was also conscientiously used as I decided to take into 
account data from LL although the mainstream ideology of educated people tends to ban the use of LL in elaborate 
discourse. 
6. Perspectives 
Unitex software was used for preliminary annotations and analysis. Unitex is a free corpus processor in which 
one can insert linguistic resources and use them for different analyses (lexical frequency, collocation, syntactic and 
semantic annotations, etc.). With Unitex, it is possible to install your own language and process text in that 
language. I began by making an alphabetic file of the Lingala language. Then I created a dictionary of inflected 
forms and a dictionary of non inflected forms. This process allowed me to obtain a wordlist, frequency and tagged 
words. When a file is opened with Unitex, applying a dictionary to it allows Unitex to produce syntactic and 
semantics tagging for each word with no disambiguation. The annotated file is opened in Notepad++ and then saved 
as a text file. The file text obtained is placed in a list where each word with its annotations is on one line. I have used 
these resources to select from the corpus the most frequent lemmas, examples and potential definitions for inclusion 
in a future dictionary. I also extracted deverbative nouns and derivative verbs for my socio-terminological studies 
(Sene Mongaba 2013a). 
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The creation of this Lingala corpus is still in progress. I continue to scrutinize the web in the purpose of 
gathering more text produced by general speakers and by specialized authors. This corpus, a first in Lingala in its 
size (6-millions tokens), will hopefully be a useful tool for researchers in computational linguistics, in lexicography 
and others users like schoolbooks writers, ICT sectors operating in Congo, general speakers of Lingala, etc. The 
characterization of discrepancies in the manner in which speakers write Lingala will help to design an automatic 
spell-checker. My work is also important in order to improve translation from French and English to Lingala. I hope 
to continue adapting the Unitex software to enhance its uses for Lingala. Further analysis will allow me to verify 
disambiguation possibilities. I will also develop the annotation (manual and automatic) of the corpus to make it 
more user-friendly. At the moment, religious texts represent 80 % of data and influence its representativeness and 
balance. As I said, in order to overcome this obstacle, the corpus was organized in sub-corpora where each file is 
classified according to the domain and the register of the language used. In addition, the constitution of this Lingala 
corpus provides a useful tool for documenting the language as used by its own speakers. 
7. Conclusions 
This paper has attempted to elucidate the issues that are involved in building a corpus for an under-resourced 
language with limited access to internet texts. Based on the approach of keywords lists used by other researchers 
(Otlogotswe, 2004; Skannell, 2007; Kilgarriff, 2010), I have extracted and gathered a relatively great quantity of 
data. Nevertheless, it has been necessary to carry out a process of selection of Lingala text from Congolese websites 
which are generally meant to be in French to begin with and where Lingala is seen as accessory. After downloading, 
one needs to extract Lingala text from a mass of French text. For the time being, this work was conducted manually 
but we hope for the collaboration with programmers to develop or adapt software of language recognition in order to 
automatically clean the corpus. With representativeness and balance in mind, I have subdivided the corpus into sub-
corpora taking into account, on one hand, different domains of life (politics, society, music, etc.) and on the other 
hand, all of Lingala varieties and registers. I have used Unitex software to process the corpus composed of 160 722 
sentences and 6 080 426 tokens. I have intervened on the data from Internet sources by standardizing the spelling 
because extracting lexicons and syntax structures were the two main aims in the creation of this corpus for purposes 
of future disambiguation analysis and the creation of dictionaries. As stated by Abney and Bird (2010:96), the 
research in computational linguistics has touched on less than 1 % of the world's languages. My work contributes to 
adding Lingala as material for the field of computational linguistics. 
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